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A DIRECT BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
FOR SIGNORINI PROBLEMS

HOUDE HAN

Abstract. In this paper, a Signorini problem is reduced to a variational in-

equality on the boundary, and a direct boundary element method is presented

for its solution. Furthermore, error estimates for the approximate solutions of

Signorini problems are given. In addition, we show that the Signorini problem

may be formulated as a saddle-point problem on the boundary.

1. Introduction

The Signorini problems are a class of very important variational inequali-

ties, which arise in many practical problems such as the elasticity with unilat-

eral conditions [17, 5], the fluid mechanics problems in media with semiper-

meable boundaries [4, 7], the electropaint process [1], etc. In the literature,

there are many authors who have studied the problems, established the exis-

tence and uniqueness, and obtained the regularity results for Signorini problems

(see Brézis [3] and Friedman [6]). Furthermore, the numerical solution of the

Signorini problem by the finite element method has been discussed [7, 8]. We

know that the solution of the Signorini problem satisfies a linear partial differ-

ential equation in the domain, even when the problem is nonlinear. Hence, it is

natural and advantageous to apply the boundary element method to Signorini

problems. An indirect boundary element method for solving Signorini problems

has been presented in [9].

In this paper, we will present a direct boundary element method for solving

the same problem. First, using the Calderón projector for the traces and the

normal derivative of the solution of the Signorini problem, this latter is reduced

to a variational inequality on the boundary Y based on a direct boundary el-

ement method. The resulting variational inequality on the boundary involves

both weakly singular and hypersingular boundary integral operators. The bi-

linear form arising in this boundary inequality is continuous and coercive on

suitable subspaces of the Sobolev space 77 ' (Y) x 77-'   (Y).   This leads to
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existence and uniqueness for the solution of the boundary variational inequal-

ity. Furthermore, the Signorini problem can also be formulated as a saddle-

point problem involving only boundary integral operators on Y, which finally

we can solve with a uniform boundary element Galerkin method and obtain

quasioptimal error estimates for the Galerkin error.

Let Q be a bounded domain in R   with a smooth boundary Y. Suppose

r = r„ U T, (as shown in Figure 1), with YQ^ 0. We define

Hl(Q) = {ueH\a),u\ro = o},

a(u,v)= / Vu-Vvdx,
Ja

L(v) =     fvdx +      gvds,
Jo. Jrl

K = {v e 771 (Q), v > 0 a.e. on T,},

K = {trace of v on Y, v e K},

HX'2(Y) = {trace of v on Y, v e H1 (Q)},

H-'X2(Y) = {/ie H-[/2(Y),^pds = oj ,

F = 771/2(r) x77~1/2(r),      with norm ||(u,^)||J, = llullî/2,r + IMlÍi/2,r'

where Hm(Q) and Ha(Y) denote the usual Sobolev spaces, m, a are two real

numbers (see [15]), and f e 77~'(Q) and g e H~i/2(Y) are given functions.

We know that K is a closed convex set in 77 (Q).

Figure 1

We consider the following variational inequality:

find u e K such that
(1.1)

a(u, v - u) > L(v - u) Vf e K.

Problem (1.1) is a model for Signorini problems. The following theorems are

known [8].

Theorem 1.1. The variational inequality (1.1) has a unique solution.
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Theorem 1.2. The solution of problem (1.1) is characterized by

- Au = f a.e. in Q,

(1.2) u = 0 a.e. on Y0,

u>0, du/dn>g a.e.onYx,

u(du/dn - g) = 0 a.e. on Yx.

Next, let u0 be the solution of the following boundary value problem:

-Aun = f    in Q,

(1.3) °    JnuQ = 0    on F.

* 1 2

Hence, we have by the first Green's formula with ueH (Q) and f e L (Q)

-a(u0,v + u0-u)= - / f(v + u0-u)dx

("J 7 du
- /   -^(v + ua-u)ds   VveK.

From (1.1) and ( 1.4) we obtain with u, u0e K,

a(u-u0,v-(u-uQ))>      (g--—^)(v-(u-u0))ds   Vue Tí.

Let w = u- u0 and g* = g - du0/dn ; then w solves the following problem:

Find w e K such that

a(w,v-w)>      g*(v-w)ds   Vv e K.

Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that f = 0. In this case,

problem (1.1) is reduced to

Find u e K such that

(1 D* f
v ' ; a(u, v - u) > /   g(v-u)ds   VveTi.

2. An equivalent boundary variational inequality

for problem (1.1)*

Suppose that u is the solution of problem (1.1)* ; then in the domain Q,

Au = 0. Let I = âu/ân\r e H~l,2(Y). By Green's formula we obtain

(2.1) u(x) = I dG{dXny)u(y)dsy - I G(x,y)X(y)dsy   VxeQ,

where G(x, y) = ¿ log|x - y\, x ^ y ; n denotes the outward unit normal

to r = dQ at y e Y. By the properties of the single-layer and double-layer

potentials, we obtain the first relationship between X and w|r :

(2.2) \u(x) = I dG{dXn'y)u(y)dsy - I G(x,y)X(y)dsy   Vxef.
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Furthermore, using the behavior of the derivative of the single-layer and double-

layer potentials [10, 12, 16], we get

lu  x      fd2G(x,y)   . .  ,        fdG(x,y)..
(2-3)   2*x)=jr-^^uwds>-jT-dzrMy) '

where

du(y)
STd-^jêuWds'-kSrG(x-y)'-^7ds' Vxer-

y

Multiplying (2.2) by a function p e 77      (Y), we get

1~ 2

(2.4)

y «(x)/t(x)dsx + j J      gn,y uiy)Pix)dsy dsx

11' G(x,y)X(y)p(x)dsydsx = 0.

Let

a, (p.,X) = - G(x, y)X(y)p(x) dsy dsx ,

b(p,u) = -     u(x)p(x)dsx - —*nV u(y)p(x)dsydsx;

then equation (2.4) can be rewritten as follows:

(2.4)* -b(p,u) + a0(p,X) = 0   Vp. e H~[¡2(Y).

* i
For any v e 77 (Q), we have, for u satisfying Aw = 0 in Q,

(2.5) a(u,v)= / Vu-Vvdx= / Xvds.

Inserting (2.3) into (2.5) and integrating by parts, we obtain

i       x iff-,       .du(y)dv(x) ,     ,
a{U'V)= ~UrG{X,y) dsy    dsx  dsrds*

-U/^T^^M^ds^+'-f^ds
x

(du   dv

\ds ' ds
= u0i^Tr, ^77) + b(X,v)

Hence, the variational inequality (1.1)* is reduced to the following boundary

variational inequality:

Find (u, X) e K x H~l/2(Y) such that

(du   dv     du\     ... . .    f     .        , , ~
(2-6)       a»\Ts'Ts~Ts)+b{k'v~u)-jT8{v~u)ds WveK>

-b(p,u) + a0(p,X) = 0   V/ie77"i/2(r);
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or.

find (u, X) e K x 77 1/2(r) such that
(2.7) r „ ._,.,

A(u,X;v-u,p)>      g(v-u)ds   Vv e K, p e 77   ' (Y),
Jt,

where

A(u,X;v,p) = a0(-£, -£j+b(X,v)-b(p,u) + a0(p, X)

is a bilinear form on V x V .

We now prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 2.1. There is a constant an> 0 such that

rl/2,
(2.8) \\dv/ds\\_x/2¡r>a0\\v\\x/2r   ^veHl,i(T).

Proof. Let 6 = 2ns¡L, where L denotes the length of the boundary Y and s

denotes the length of the segment from the point P0eY to a point p eY along

the boundary Y. Hence, we only need to prove (2.8) when Y is the circle with
*

radius 1. On the other hand, we know that the space C°°(Q) = {v e C°°(Q),
— * !

support of v c n\ro}  is dense in 77 (Q).   If we can prove (2.8) for any

v e C°°(Q), then (2.8) holds for v e Hi/2{Y).
*

Suppose r is the circle with radius 1. For any v e C°°(Q), on Y we have

oo

v = -j + ^(an cos n6 + bn sin n6),

n=\

where
1   [2n

a»=nlo   V
1   fln

bn = -        v(6)sinnd
n Jo

(6)cosndde,        n = 0, 1,2, ... ,

de. «=1,2,

We know that [14, p. 21]

,2
(2-9) ll«li;/2,r = ? + E(1 + ")/K + ̂

Furthermore, we have

n=\

(2.10)

dv

Id

dv

de

= ^2(nbncosne - nansinne),
n=\

= £(1 + "
-1/2. r    „=i

1 °°

2,-1/2,   2,2 2   2,
(n bn + n an)

.      1   V"*7I     ,        2\l   2t    2    ,    u.1> ,L(1 + n )  K + è«
M=l
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On the other hand, we know that

•In

ao nJo kJ0      de

By v\r = 0, that is, v(8) = 0, -ôx <8<ô2  (<5,, <52 > 0), there is a function

0(0) e°C°°(r) such that 0|r = 1, 0(0) = 0, for |0| < \ min(5x, S2). Hence,

we get

1   f2n dv
"«-ni  Tee^de-

where 00(0) e C°°(Y). Furthermore, we obtain

|a0l<^IIW)lli/2,r
dv

de -1/2,r

(2.11) = Cn
dv

de -1/2,r
Co = -||00(0)||1/2>r>O,

dv

de
^ 1 i  i2^T^l^ol •

-1/2, r     C0

Combining (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11), we obtain the inequality (2.8) with a0 =

min(l/\/2, l/y/2C0).   D

Lemma 2.2.  A(u, X ; v , p) is a bounded bilinear form on V x V ;  that is, there

exists a constant M > 0 such that

(2.12) \A(u,X;v,p)\<M\\(u,X)\\v\\(v,p)\\v   V(«, A), (v, p) e V.

Furthermore, there is a constant ß > 0 such that

(2.13) A(v,p;v,p)>ß\\(v,p)\\2v   V(v , p) e V.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that A(u, X;v,p) is a bounded bilinear

form on V x V (see [11]). We now prove inequality (2.13). We have

/., . as ., s (dv    dv\
(2.14) A(v,p;v,p) = a0l-^, -^j +a0(p,p).

We recall (see [13]) that the bounded bilinear form aQ(X, p)  is H~ ' (Y)-

elliptic, i.e., there exists a positive constant ß0 such that

(2.15)

Hence,

(2.16)

aQ(p,p)>ß0\\p\\2_l/2S   MpeH   /2(Y).

.dv    dv . dv

ds
Vt; 6 771/2(r),

-1/2, r

Combining (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.8), we get inequality (2.13) with ß =

min(j30, a0ßQ) >0.    D
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose u e Hl/2(Y) n 771/2+a(r) and X e H~l/2(Y) n 77~1/2+a(r)

(0 < a < 1) ; then there exists a constant Ma > 0 such that

(2.17)
\A(u, X;v,p)\< Ma(\\u\\2x/2+ajr + ||A||2_1/2+ar)1/2

•(INi/2-«,r
Proof. We consider the operators

+ i1/2
ll/2-a,r^ V(v,p)eV.

K0:Hr(Y)^Hr+\Y),
'0'"   l1'        "        v* >> 2

where 7CO0 = - /r G(x, y)(j>(y) dsy  V0(y) e Hr(Y), and

Kx:Hr(Y)^Hr(Y),        -\<r,

where 7y,0 = fr(dG(x, y)/dny)<p(y) dsy V0 e Hr(Y). We know (see [10]) that

7v0 and Kx are bounded operators. Let (v , p) = frvpds ; then we obtain

A(u, X; v , „) = (k0 (^) , ^ + (K0(X), p)

2"   '   '     2

Furthermore, we have for 0 < a < 1

+ ^(u, X) - -(u, p) - (Kxv,X) + (Kxu, p).

°\ds) ' dsj
< M*
<\\Kn

du

ds

l/2+a,r

-l/2-a,r

dv

dS ||_i/2-a,r

llalli/i       rM    111/2—a,I

^ ll^oll Hwlli/2+a,rllulli/2-a,r:

IO,A}|<||A||

(*,«,A>|<||A||

<C\

where

C sup

-l/2+a,rllUHl/2-a,r'

•l/2+a,rll-S'lVlll/2-a,r

lll-i/2+a,rllvlli/2-Q,r'

l^lUlll/2-a,r

Similarly, we get

veH"2-"(r)   'lulli/2-Q,r

\(K0X,p)\<\\K0\\\\X\\_x/2+aS\\p\\_x/2_ar,

KM,^)|<||w||1/2+a)rlNI_i/2-a,r'

\{Kxu, p)\ < CJp\\x/2+aT\\p\\_x/2_ar,

where Cn = supue„,/2+,.(r) IITi.MII,^ r/||H||1/2+a r.   Then inequality (2.17)

follows immediately.   G

By Lemma 2.2, an application of Theorem 2.1 in [8, Chapter I] yields the

following result.
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_ 1   /O

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that g e H      (Yx) ; then the variational inequality (2.7)

~        * -1/2
(or (2.6)) has a unique solution (u, X) e K x 77      (Y).

Suppose (u,X)eKxH   ' (Y) is the solution of (2.7). By formula (2.1), we
* i * i

obtain the function u(x) e H (Q) and du/dn = X; then, for any v e 77 (Q)
* -1/2

and peH   ' (Y), we have with Au = 0 in Q :

a(u, v - u) = / Vu ■ Vif dx = / X(v - u)ds = A(u, X; v - u, p).
Jo. Jv

* .
Hence,  u(x) e 77 (Q) is the solution of the original problem (1.1)*.   This

means that the boundary variational inequality (2.7) is equivalent to problem

(1.1)*. Furthermore, we have the following

Theorem 2.2. The variational inequality (2.6) is equivalent to the following saddle-

point problem:

Find (u,X)ekx H~l/2(Y) such that

L(u,p)<L(u,X)<L(v,X)   \/vek, peH~l/2(Y),

where

L(v , p) = -aQ (^ , -£) + b(p, v) - -a0(p, p) - j  gvds.

Proof. Suppose that (u,X)ekxH  [,2(Y) is the solution of (2.18). Then, for
* — III * — 1 /2

any p e 77   ' (Y) and any real number e , X + ep e 77      (T) ; we have

L(u, X + ep) < L(u, X),

that is,
2

e[b(p, u) - aQ(p, X)] - -ja0(p, p) < 0.

Since e is an arbitrary constant, we obtain

-b(p,u) + a0(p,X) = 0   VpeH~1/2(Y).

On the other hand, for any u, v e K, we know that u + t(v - u) e K   (0 <

/ < 1 ) ; then K is convex, and we get

L(u,X)<L(u + t(v-u),X)   VveK,

that is,

(du   dv     du\     ... si,        s,
{j-s>Ts-Ts)+b^v-u)-}r8{v-u)ds

t2    (d(v-u)   d(v - u) ,
+ 2a°[—ds—'^[s—
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Since 1 > t > 0 is an arbitrary constant, we get

aJ^ , ^j^) + b(X, v - u) > f g(v-u)ds   VveK.

This means that (u, X) e K x 77 ' (Y) is the solution of (2.6). Each of the

above steps is reversible, and we conclude that if (u, X) is a solution of (2.6),

then it is a solution of (2.18).   D

3. The discrete approximation of

the boundary variational inequality (2.7)

*   1 12

Suppose that S,   and S,   are two finite-dimensional subspaces of 77 ' (Y)
"l "2

and H~i,2(Y), respectively.   Let Kh   = {vh, vh e Sh ok}.  Moreover, we

assume that kh   is a closed convex nonempty subset of Sh .

Now we consider the discrete problem

Find (uh , Xh) e Kh x Sh such that

(3.1) ' f
A(uh,Xh;vh-uh,ph)>      g(vh-uh)ds   Whe Kh, pheS^.

It is straightforward to prove:

Theorem 3.1. The problem (3.1) has a unique solution (uh, Xh) e kh x^ .

Furthermore, we obtain the error estimate stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the solution of (2.1),   (u,X), satisfies  u e K u

H]/2+a(Y), X e H~l/2(Y)UH-l/2+n(Y) ,and ge H~l¡2+a(Y), where 0 < a < 1 ;

then the following error estimate holds:

\\(u -uh,X- Xh)fv < C \   inf [||u - vhfXj2S + \\u - vh\\x/2_ar]
(3.2) L"*e**i

+    inf [U -^ll-,/2,r + U- ^ILi/2-a, rl[ .

where Ca is a constant independent of hx and h2.

Proof. Taking v = uh and p = Xh - X in (2.7), we have

(3.3) -A(u, X; uh - u, Xh-X) < -      g(uh-u)ds.

Similarly, we get

(3.4) -A(uh,Xh;vh-uh,ph-Xh)<-^g(vh-uh)ds   Vvh 6 ^ , ph G S^ .
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On the other hand,

\\(u-uh,X- Xh)\\2y < jfA(u -uh,X-Xh\u-uh,X-Xh)

= j{A(u ~uh,X-Xh;u-vh,X-ph)

+ A(u,X;vh-u,ph-X)

-A(uh,Xh;vh-uh,ph-Xh)

-A(u,X;uh-u,Xh-X)}

<j¡A(u-uh,X-Xh;u-vh,X-ph)

+ A(u,X;vh-u,ph-X)

- jT sivh -u)ds\   v«A gkhi, ph eSh2.

Combining (3.5), (2.12), and (2.17), we obtain

\\(u-uh,k-kh)tv<^{M\\(u-uh,k-Xh)\\v\\(u-vh,X-ph\\v

+ ̂ a(ll"llWa,r+PH2-l/2+a,r)1/2

•(llw-^lli/2-a,r+P-^H2/2-Q,r)1/2

+ kll_1/2+Q,r1ll"-wJi/2-a,a,r/-

Then the error estimate (3.2) follows immediately.   D

Assume that the boundary Y of Q is represented as

(3.6) Z,=Zi(5),    X2 = X2iS),        0<S<L,

and Xj(0) - Xj{L), j = 1,2. Furthermore, Y is divided into segments {T}

by the points x   = (X\{S¡), X2iS¡)),  i = 1, 2, ..., TV,, that include the two

endpoints of ro , with Sx = 0, SN +, = L ; we define

hx =  max \Si+x - SÁ.

This partition of Y is denoted by ^ . Let

S h = ^/i e ^ (^) ' vh\t 1S a linear function

(3.7) Vre^ and 17,1^ = 0},

\ = {vh£Shr Vh^Qwr^-

Similarly, we have another partition ¡Th . Let

(3.8) Sh = [ph\T is a constant V7 e.5^   and frphds = 0}.

Obviously,  7CA   is a closed convex subset of Sh , and it is nonempty.   The

subspaces Sh   and Sh   are two regular finite element spaces in the sense of
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Babuska and Aziz [2] that satisfy the following approximation property:

inf {\\u-vh\\i/2,r+Wu-vhh/2-a,r}
(3.9) "*e**i

<C>2a[||u||2/2+Qj- + ||W||1/2+or],

in£ iU - Hh\ti/2,r + U - <"J-i/2-a,r/(3.10) ß"e "i

<clh22[\\x\lxl2+aS + \\x\\_xl2+aT].

Combining (3.9), (3.10), and (3.2), we obtain

Corollary. Suppose that the subspaces Sh and Sh are given by (3.7) and (3.8);

moreover, let the solution (u, X) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. Then

the following error estimate holds:

\\(u -uh,X-Xh)fv < Cu{/z2a[|M|2/2+Q.r + ||M||1/2+a>r]

+ A22a[||A||2_1/2+a>r + ||A||_1/2+J},

where Ca is a constant independent of hx and h2.

4. The solution of the boundary variational inequality (3.1)

In this section, we will present an approach for solving problem (3.1). Let

ax(u, v) = aQ(du/ds, dv/ds) ; then problem (3.1) can be rewritten as follows:

Find {uh, Xh) e Kh xSh  suchthat

(3.1)*    ax(uh,vh-uh) + b(Xh,vh-uh)>      g(vh-uh)ds,       vhek,,
7r,

-b(ph,uh) + a0(ph,Xh) = 0,    VpheS^.

As a first step, for any given u e H]/2(Y), we solve the following problem:

Find Xh(u) eS.   such that
(4.1) 2

a0(ph,Xh) = b(ph,u)   VpheSh2.

Problem (4.1) has a unique solution Xh(u), and

P*(«)ll-/i2.r ^H*llH"lli/2.r/^o-
Let fi¡(x), i = 1, 2,..., ;V2, denote a basis for the space Sh , and

"2

/=i

where XT = (A,(m), X2(u), ..., XN^(u)) and p(x)T = (px(x), p2(x), ... ,

pN (x)). From (4.1), we obtain

(4.2) GA = F(w),
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where G = (a0(p¡, H}))NiXNi and

F(u)T = (b(px, u), b(p2,u), ... , b(pN^, u)).

G is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. Hence we get

(4.3) A = G"'F(w)

and Xh(u) = A  • jt(x). Let Ah (u, v) = ax(u, v) + b(Xh(u), v) ; then Ah (u, v)

is a bilinear form on 77 ' (Y) x 771' (Y). Furthermore, we have:

Lemma 4.1. (i) Ah (u, v)  is a bounded bilinear form on H1/2(Y) x HXI (Y);

that is, there exists a constant M > 0 independent of h2 such that

(4.4) \Ahi(u, v)\ < il/||«||,/2>rll«||1/2,r   Vk, v e Hl/2(Y).

(ii) Ah(u,v) is symmetric.

* 1/2
(iii) Ah(u,v) is 77 ' (Y)-elliptic uniformly for h2;  that is, there exists a

constant y > 0 such that

(4.5) Ahi(v,v)>y\\vtxl2T   VveHl/2(Y).

Proof, (i) We have

M*2(". v)\ = \ax(u,v) + b(Xh(u), v)\

< II«,II ll"lli/2,rllwlli/2,r + 11*11 llAA(")ll-i/2,rlMli/2,r

<{KII + ll*l|2/^o}ll»lli/2,rll^ll./2,r-

The inequality (4.4) holds with M = \\ax \\ + \\b\\2/ßQ .
(ii) From (4.1), we get

a0(Xh(v), Xh(u)) = b(Xh(v), u),

aQ(Xh(u), Xh(v)) = b(Xh(u), v).

By symmetry of aQ(X, p), we obtain b(Xh(v), u) = b(Xh(u), v). Hence,

Ah(u, v) =ax(u, v) + b(Xh(u), v) = ax(v , u) + b(Xh(v), u) = Ah(v , u).

(iii) We have

Ah{\v,v) = ax(v, v) + b(Xh(v), v)

= ax(v, v) + a0(Xh(v), Xh(v))

= A(v,Xh(v);v,Xh(v))>ß\\v\\2x/2S   VveHl/2(Y).   D

In the second step we reduce the boundary variational inequality (3.1)* to:

(4.6)

Find uh e Kh  such that

Ahiuh' vh ""a) tj 8{Vh ~ Uh)dS   W/! e ^*i
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Let

J(u) = \A. (u, u) -      guds.
7r,

By Lemma 4.1 we obtain [8, p. 10]:

Theorem 4.1. The boundary variational problem (4.6) is equivalent to the follow-

ing minimization problem on kh :

(4-7) J(uh)= min J(vh).

A method for solving problem (4.7) can be found in [7]. After solving (4.7),

we can get X(uh) from problem (4.1); then formula (2.1) gives the solution of

the original problem.
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